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Fast fish
\uAwu' " lnky the Octopus
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made headlines
by escaping a New

Zealand aquarium
when his lid was leí
ajan lnky, who the
manager describe(
as an "unusually
intelligent" octopur
slipped through a
drain into Hawket

Bond boat
Hot on the heels of
the just-unveiled
Mercedes-

Bay and freedom.

Benz Arrow4ó0

Granturismo, Aston
Martin is preparing
to splash its muchanticipated AM37
boat. With a ó0-knot
top speed, 007 would
certainly enjoy this
spèedster from his
favourite car brand.

New identisr for Soviet spy ship
IconYachts has transformed a Soviet
merchant marine icebreaker rrrto a77n
exploreryacht in less than r2 months.
The Dutchyard rebuilt and converted
Legend (ex-Gionrf , which was launched
int974 and served for z6 years as a salvage
tug and electronic eavesdropping vessel.
Lengthened by3.6m, she's now one of the
largest exploreryachts in the world. The

Diversification
Commercial yards may
be making a mint on the
fashion for explorer yachts,
but they'd better watch
their backs: yacht brand
Ferretti is making inroads
with a new security and
defence division and plans
a summer launch for its first
fast patrol boat.

design and engineeringwas undertaken
by DianaYacht Designto full Lloyd's

certification, with the aim of creating
a charteryacht that could carry lo guests.
Her new interior, byThom Beerens and
Jan Verkerk, features a gym, cinema and
medical suite, while outside there's
a helipad, swim platÍbrm, pool and space
to store a subm arite.iconyachts.eu

What'shot
&
what'sknot

NUMARINE
COES A
LONG WAY

The unexpected
MIT has developed

Turkish yard Numarine has started
work on its first 32XP yacht,

a new algorithm that
will help warn ships
of rogue waves two
to three minutes ahead,
enough time to shut

designed for long-range cruising

BAGLIETTO HITS FAST FORWARD

with a 3,000nm range at 12 knots.
The 52m will have room for
12 guests and include a full-beam
owner's cabin. Noise and vibration
reduction has been a particular
focus. The yard worked with
Silent Line Group to determine
the best mounting options
and incorporate the latest
sound-absorbing technology.

off critical systems.
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numoríne.com

the launch of its first
4óm Fast yacht, which was slated for May at time
of press. The Francesco Paszkowski-designed boat

,, Baglietto is barrelling towards
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Fraud '']

follows in the wake of aluminium planing yachts such as
Pochomomo, a 45 Fast. The new boat features a sleek

Two ex-employees
UK yard Princess
have been jailed

of

bow, rakish lines and windows designed to enhance the
effect of both. As with Pochomomo, Paszkowski and
Margherita Casprini penned the contemporary ,-,.*
interiors, which feature warm
rosewood and white lacquer. Twin
IUTU lóV 4000 engines will push
the boat to about 28 knots.
boglietto.com
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for defrauding the
company of more than
11 million. They used
complex fraudulent
schemes between 2010
and 2013 and were
foiled by an anonymous

tip-off to their
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bosses.

Move over patterned

paper and wood
veneers. sD routers
have oPened uP a neu
world of possibilities

